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The administration of soluble antigens to the oral or nasal mucosa can lead to systemic unresponsiveness to a
subsequent challenge with the same antigens (1). Such mucosally induced tolerance probably protects the body from
hypersensitivity reactions to food proteins, pollen, and commensal bacterial antigens present in the normal mucosa and
thus helps maintain an appropriate immunological balance between the host and its normal flora. Numerous molecular
and cellular inhibitory mechanisms are involved in this unique and important immunological phenomenon. Several lines of
evidence show that mucosally induced tolerance does not occur passively, by means of anergy, clonal deletion, or the
simple absence of autoreactive immune cells, but also involves ignorance, receptor downregulation, or active cellular
suppression (ref. 2; Figure 1a). The fact that mucosally induced tolerance can suppress antigen-specific T cell
proliferation, delayed-type hypersensitivity responses, and antibody production suggests attractive ap-proaches for the
prevention and control of autoimmune diseases, including multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, encephalomyelitis, and
type 1 diabetes (3). However, although mucosal administration of different autoantigens has been tested in human trials,
this strategy has not yet yielded a successful therapy (4, 5). Some previous studies have suggested that this failure of
human trials was due to concomitant induction of harmful cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) by mucosally administered
antigen (6, 7). In an attempt to overcome this obstacle, as […]
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The administration of soluble antigens
to the oral or nasal mucosa can lead to
systemic unresponsiveness to a subse-
quent challenge with the same antigens
(1). Such mucosally induced tolerance
probably protects the body from hyper-
sensitivity reactions to food proteins,
pollen, and commensal bacterial anti-
gens present in the normal mucosa and
thus helps maintain an appropriate
immunological balance between the
host and its normal flora. Numerous
molecular and cellular inhibitory mech-
anisms are involved in this unique and
important immunological phenome-
non. Several lines of evidence show that
mucosally induced tolerance does not
occur passively, by means of anergy,
clonal deletion, or the simple absence of
autoreactive immune cells, but also
involves ignorance, receptor downregu-
lation, or active cellular suppression
(ref. 2; Figure 1a).

The fact that mucosally induced tol-
erance can suppress antigen-specific T
cell proliferation, delayed-type hyper-
sensitivity responses, and antibody
production suggests attractive ap-
proaches for the prevention and con-
trol of autoimmune diseases, including
multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthri-
tis, encephalomyelitis, and type 1 dia-
betes (3). However, although mucosal
administration of different autoanti-
gens has been tested in human trials,
this strategy has not yet yielded a suc-
cessful therapy (4, 5). Some previous
studies have suggested that this failure
of human trials was due to concomi-
tant induction of harmful cytotoxic T
lymphocytes (CTLs) by mucosally
administered antigen (6, 7).

In an attempt to overcome this
obstacle, as reported in this issue of
the JCI, Hänninen et al. (8) have
induced a temporary blockade of the
interaction between the costimulatory

protein CD40 and its ligand CD40L.
This interaction has been suggested to
foster mucosally induced tolerance by
several mechanisms, as shown in Fig-
ure 1a. In their present report, the
authors show that blocking antibodies
to CD40L can prevent the develop-
ment of antigen-specific CTL respons-
es without affecting the development
of oral tolerance.

Hänninen and colleagues (8) tested
this approach in rat insulin promotor-
OVA (RIP-OVA) mice, a diabetic trans-
genic strain in which the expression of
the model antigen chicken ovalbumin
(OVA) in the pancreatic β-islet cells pro-
vokes an autoimmune response to
these cells. The consequent destruction
of these islet cells thus provides a model
for the events seen in type I diabetes.
Oral administration of a high dose of
OVA can promote mucosally induced
tolerance, but this treatment also elicits
CTL specific for OVA. However, Hänni-
nen et al. observed that transient block-
ade of CD40L in this system prevented
CTL responses without affecting
mucosally induced tolerance toward
OVA, either in wild-type or in RIP-OVA
transgenic mice (Figure 1b). Further-
more, the severity of diabetes, as meas-
ured, for example, by blood glucose,
was significantly improved after tran-
sient blockade of CD40L, suggesting
that modulation of CD40L-CD40
interaction could be used clinically to
uncouple the desired systemic,
autoantigen-specific unresponsiveness
from the oral induction of CTLs.

Costimulation in mucosally 
induced tolerance
These striking data thus appear to
indicate that the CD40L-CD40 inter-
action is dispensable for mucosally
induced tolerance. We suggest, howev-
er, that it would be premature to rule

out a contribution of CD40L and
other costimulatory factors to mucos-
ally induced tolerance. In an earlier
study, we found that systemic unre-
sponsiveness to either of two model
antigens (OVA or hen lysozyme)
occurred in CD40L+/+ wild-type con-
trols but could not be induced in
CD40L–/– mice (9). Significantly, al-
though these CD40L–/– mice have mul-
tiple functional defects, such as a fail-
ure of germinal center formation, Ig
class switching, and the inability to
elicit Th1-type responses (10, 11), their
antigen-specific T cell responses are
intact, as can be seen following prim-
ing with myelin basic protein in CFA
(12). For this reason CD40L–/– mice
provide a useful animal model for clar-
ifying the role of CD40L-CD40 inter-
action in mucosally induced tolerance.

The effect of CD40L in this response
may be partially explained by the
involvement of another costimulatory
pathway, involving the antigen-pre-
senting cell–borne (APC-borne) B7 pro-
teins (also known as CD80 and CD86)
and T cell–borne counter-receptors
CTLA-4 and CD28. Thus, Samoilova et
al. (13) report that blockade of the
B7–CTLA-4 interaction can completely
abrogate mucosally induced tolerance,
whereas blockade of both CD28 and
CTLA-4 interactions with B7 molecules
has a similar but less dramatic effect.
Hence, a proper costimulatory signal
generated by CTLA-4 is required for
mucosally induced tolerance (Figure
1a), whereas CD28 can apparently acti-
vate T cell responses to mucosally
derived antigens. In addition, other
studies show that stimulation of CD40
with CD40L activates expression of the
B7 proteins CD80 and CD86 on the
APC surface, thus favoring the interac-
tion of these cells with CD28- or 
CTLA-4–bearing CD4 T cells (14). 
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Consistent with this model, Perez et al.
(15) observed that the interaction of the
B7 proteins with CTLA-4 provides neg-
ative signals that limit T cell activation.

Hence, our finding (9) that the lack of
CD40L-CD40 interaction blocks the
induction of tolerance could reflect the
loss of negative signals provided by
CTLA-4–CD80/CD86 interaction. The
absence of such an effect following
treatment with anti-CD40L mAb, as
reported by Hänninen et al. (8), may be
explained if the doses used were insuf-
ficient to block this negative signal cas-
cade completely (Figure 1b). Alterna-
tively, the discrepant findings may
reflect the different developmental his-
tories of the animals studied. In partic-
ular, the deletion of the CD40L gene led
to the disorganization and dysfunction
of Peyer’s patches, organs that are cen-
tral to the induction of the mucosal
immune system (10) and represent an
important site for the initiation of oral
tolerance (16). The transient antibody
blockade used by Hänninen et al. (8),
conversely, would not be expected to
duplicate this effect on Peyer’s patch
development.

CD40L in T cell development
Perhaps as a result of its proposed
effects on the expression of costimu-
latory molecules, CD40 signaling
appears to alter the course of T cell
development. Kumanogoh et al. (17)
recently reported that an impor-
tant regulatory T cell subtype, 
the CD25+CD4+CD45RBlow T cells
(shown as Tr in Figure 1), which can
downregulate the pathogenic
CD4+CD45RBhigh T cell subset, is
markedly reduced in CD40–/– mice.
These authors also found that T cell
autoreactivity is significantly in-
creased in these animals. Interesting-
ly, adoptive transfer of T cells isolated
from CD40–/– mice can trigger auto-
immune diseases in the recipient
nu/nu mice in association with
enhanced levels of various autoanti-
bodies. Further, APCs isolated from
the CD40–/– mice fail to induce regula-
tory T cells producing high levels of
the suppressive cytokine IL-10. An-
other group recently showed that a
similar population of regulatory T
cells can be induced after challenge
with oral antigen (18). After alloanti-
gen stimulation, these cells express
CD40L at high levels, raising the pos-
sibility that CD40L-CD40 interaction

helps regulate their alloantigen-spe-
cific immune responses (19). Hence,
in the absence of CD40L-CD40 inter-
actions (9), depletion of the popula-
tion of these regulatory T cells may
reduce the expression of IL-10 and
TGF-β, immunosuppressive cytokines
that promote mucosally induced tol-
erance (Figure 1c). In the case of tran-
sient blockade of CD40L-CD40 sig-
naling (8), conversely, the inhibitory
signal provided by regulatory
CD25+CD4+ T cells may remain intact
(Figure 1b).

CD40L and CTL responses 
to mucosal antigens
Several recent studies show that, in
addition to its tolerogenic effect, oral
or nasal administration of soluble
autoantigens can generate antigen-
specific CTLs (6, 20). The current
report from Hänninen et al. (8) con-
firms these data and suggests possible
mechanisms for the effect on CTL
function. CD40L- and CD40-mediat-
ed interactions between CD4 T cells
and mucosal dendritic cells (DCs)
might contribute to this potentially
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Figure 1
Models for the effects on mucosally induced tolerance of perturbing the CD40L-CD40 interaction.
(a) In the untreated wild-type mouse, CD40 on dendritic cells (DCs) and other APCs interacts with
CD40L expressed on T cells of several subsets, including CD4 and CD8 cells, as well as a CD25
CD4 population of regulatory T cells (Tr). This interaction can lead to both active, antigen-spe-
cific CTL responses and the suppression of Th function and inflammation. The latter effects appear
to be implicated in mucosally induced tolerance to dietary antigens and endogenous bacteria. (b)
As shown by Hänninen et al. in this issue of the JCI (8), transient treatment with mAb anti-CD40L
can prevent induction of CTLs, while apparently leaving some of the other responses intact. Thus,
mucosally induced tolerance is not compromised by this treatment. (c) In case of the permanent
blockage of CD40L-CD40, as occurs in CD40L–/– mice, the additional loss of some immunosup-
pressive signaling cascade and/or of a population of Tr cells prevents mucosally induced tolerance.



harmful response in either of two
ways. First, in response to orally
administered antigen, soluble factors
and/or signaling through CD40L and
CD40 could favor the generation of
antigen-specific CTLs. Indeed,
CD40L/CD40–mediated activation of
mucosal DC by antigen-specific CD4
T cells has been shown to recruit CD8
T cells into the DC–T cell clusters and
to be essential for the subsequent
priming of these CD8 T cells (21).
Alternatively, since CD8 T cells can
express CD40L, mucosal DCs may
interact directly with them to pro-
mote their activation against specific
antigens (22). In this second model,
the effect on the CTL response of
blocking CD40L, as demonstrated by
Hänninen et al. (8), could be explained
by a direct effect on CD8 T cells,
which might subsequently interact
with different DC populations,
including those residing in the
mucosal compartment.

Recently, several interesting studies
have demonstrated a critical and
unique role of mucosal DCs in modu-
lating quiescent or aggressive mucos-
al immune responses that can lead to
either mucosally induced tolerance or
mucosal immunity (23–25). Manipu-
lation of mucosal DCs could therefore
offer novel strategies to induce
mucosally induced tolerance without
generating active and harmful
immune responses, including the gen-
eration of autoantigen-specific CTLs.
The current work showing that tran-
sient blockade of CD40L can dissoci-
ate mucosally induced tolerance from
the generation of harmful CTLs (Fig-
ure 1b) suggests another possible
therapeutic strategy that could be
applied to autoimmune diseases.

However, because the effects of this
procedure clearly differ from the
effects of complete CD40L deficiency,
fundamental questions about the
roles of these molecules remain to be
addressed before CD40L-inhibitory
drugs or antibodies can be considered
for clinical applications.
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